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Abstract
In this introductory paper, we discuss how quantitative finance problems under
some common risk factor dynamics for some common instruments and approaches
can be formulated as time-continuous or time-discrete forward-backward stochastic
differential equations (FBSDE) final-value or control problems, how these final value
problems can be turned into control problems, how time-continuous problems can be
turned into time-discrete problems, and how the forward and backward stochastic dif-
ferential equations (SDE) can be time-stepped. We obtain both forward and backward
time-stepped time-discrete stochastic control problems (where forward and backward
indicate in which direction the Y SDE is time-stepped) that we will solve with opti-
mization approaches using deep neural networks for the controls and stochastic gradi-
ent and other deep learning methods for the actual optimization/learning. We close
with examples for the forward and backward methods for an European option pricing
problem. Several methods and approaches are new.
1 Introduction
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we quickly discuss the general risk factor
dynamics used. In section 3, we describe the prototypical instruments and instrument
features treated: Europeans, Barriers, and Bermudans/Exercise opportunities. Section 4
states what we are interested in computing. Section 5 shows how one can obtain (continuous
time) FBSDE formulations and FBSDE final value problems from a variety of sources and
approaches. Section 6 shows how one can obtain (continuous time) FBSDE stochastic
control formulations. Section 7 shows how one can obtain (discrete time) FBSDE stochastic
control formulations for the introduced financial instruments. Section 8 describes how these
discrete time FBSDE stochastic control problems can be solved by deep neural networks
and deep learning. Section 9 presents the application of the forward and the backward
methods to European option pricing problem for a one-dimensional example which allows
good visualization and understanding. Section 10 concludes.
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2 Risk Factor Dynamics
The vector of risk factors Xt under consideration is assumed to follow the SDE:
dXt = µ (t,Xt) dt+ σN (t,Xt) dWt (1)
The operator connected to the risk factor dynamics is:
Ltu (t, x) := 1
2
Tr
(
σNσ
T
N (t, x) (Hessxu) (t, x)
)
+ µ (t, x)∇u (t, x) (2)
where Hessxu is the Hessian matrix.
For the case of constant volatility, constant interest rate, risk neutral Black-Scholes on
a single underlier, µ(t,Xt) = rXt and σN (t,Xt) = σBSXt, and Ltu = 12σ2BSX2uxx + rXux.
Most often, we will assume that the dynamics is given under the risk neutral measure
where µ(t,Xt) = r(t)Xt for tradeable components of Xt or under numeraire measures in
which µ(t,Xt) is zero and the components of X are measured in units of numeraire. We also
typically assume (in particular for the trading strategy set-up) that the volatility is given in
log-normal terms σN (t,Xt) = σLN (t,Xt)Xt (with multiplication understood elementwise).
Typically one assumes at least one locally riskless basic security (money market instru-
ment or bond) with an equation like the following:
dB = r (t)B (t) dt
or alternatively a risk-free zero-coupon bond or similar instrument (the expression and/or
SDE for such bonds depends on the chosen model).
3 Instruments covered
In this introduction, we will only cover relatively simple instruments with a few key features.
Many instruments with more complicated features can be treated very similarly with the
same approaches and ideas.
3.1 Europeans
At a given payment time TP , called typically instrument maturity, a European option
instrument pays g(X(TP )). X is the vector of the risk factors. (It might well be that the
final payoff does not depend on any risk factor or on only one.) For a stock-option, X
would be the stock price. For a short-rate model, the risk factor could be the short rate
r(t), or if the formulation requires a tradeable financial instrument, it could a bank account
B(t) or zero coupon bond P (t) under that short rate model, and the quantity that is used
to determine the payment amount could be a forward rate (which can also be written in
terms of a ratio of two bond prices) L.
The two most common basic payoffs are call and put options on some single underlier
Xi(T
P ) with strike K, paying max(Xi(T
P )−K, 0) and max(K −Xi(TP ), 0) respectively.
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3.2 Simple Barriers
Barrier options are options that will pay only if some barrier level or region is touched
(knocked-in) or not touched (knock-out), or change final payout upon touching a barrier.
The simplest barrier options are those with a single barrier at some constant level which
is active for the entire life of the instrument.
Once again, two standard examples: A standard up-and-out barrier call option with
upper barrier B will pay the final call payoff unless the underlier S of the option was
observed at a level S ≥ B during the life of the option and otherwise will pay nothing. A
standard up-and-in barrier call option with upper barrier B will pay the final call payoff
only if the underlier S of the option was observed at a level S ≥ B during the life of the
option and otherwise will pay nothing.
In terms of simulation or simulation-like approaches, one follows the risk factor simula-
tion until maturity or barrier breach (whatever comes first) and then uses the final value or
the value of the knocked-in instrument on/in the barrier (or zero, if there is no knock-in).
3.2.1 Special case: Treatment as European
We will explain the case of an upper barrier at a constant level B: Call PBreach(XT ;X0)
the probability that the barrier was breached given initial and final value P (Xt ≥ B|0 <
t < T,X0, XT )) and call the payout when triggered gB(XT ) and when not triggered
gNB(XT ). If the final value of X is not beyond the barrier, the final value of the in-
strument is either gB(XT ) with probability PBreach(XT ;X0) or gNB(XT ) with probability
(1− PBreach(XT ;X0)); if it is beyond the barrier, it will be gB(XT ).1
For purposes of valuation as of time 0, the value of the barrier option will agree with
the value of an European option with the final value
g(XT ) =
{
gNB(XT )(1− PBreach(XT ;X0)) + gB(XT )PBreach(XT ;X0) if not XT ≥ B
gB(XT ) if XT ≥ B
(3)
This can be solved just like any other European option pricing problem. Notice that
this will only give the correct price if the barrier has not been breached at valuation time.
Yu, Xing, and Sudjianto [YXS19] have used a variant of this approach to solve some
barrier options with the standard European deepBSDE approach.
3.3 Exercise opportunity
Assume that at some time tE < T , the holder of the instrument has a choice to either
exercise into an immediate payment worth gE(XtE ) (or into an instrument expected to be
1One can similarly treat lower and double barriers. Barriers with nonconstant level can be treated if
the appropriate breach probabilities under that particular model can be computed explicitly accurately and
efficiently enough which is typically only possible in special cases.
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worth gE(XtE )) or continuing to hold on to the instrument with the given final payment
g(X(TP )).
Exercise opportunities are often handled by either computing an expected holding
value/continuation value hv(XtE ) and exercising when the exercise value is larger than
the holding value (gE(XtE ) > hv(XtE )) or by defining an exercise strategy es(XtE ) that is
only true/one when the instrument should be exercised and false/zero otherwise. Given
some holding value function or exercise strategy function, an exercise opportunity can be
directly simulated and pricing happens like the barrier case (where different actions are
taken depending on whether the barrier was hit or not).
Proceeding from the last exercise opportunity to the first, the case of finitely many
exercise opportunities can be reduced to the case of a single exercise opportunity. Exercise
time intervals can be approximated by appropriately frequent discrete exercise times.
4 Analytics to be computed
At a minimum, we want to compute the value at initial time with given fixed risk factor
values. (This corresponds to the dynamics being started at X0 = x0 with x0 being those
fixed risk factor values.) In many situations, we would like to compute the value at initial
time with risk factor values within a certain range around some given fixed values (for
sensitivities and other purposes). This can be achieved by modeling X0 as a random
variable with the appropriate domain, for instance.
The methods that we will present will compute simulated instrument values along
simulated paths. Forward methods will give us simulated instrument values conditional
on the shared past. Backward methods will give simulated instrument values that take
future values of the risk factors and of the instrument value into account. To convert to
instrument values conditional on the shared past, an adapted projection or approximation
needs to be computed from the simulation results of the backward methods.
In general, it would be useful to determine the instrument value at certain intermediate
times over a certain range of risk factors. This can be achieved for instance by starting the
computation at a future time t0 with random Xt0 with the appropriate domain of interest,
but potentially also with other approaches. For instance, this can be used to compute
holding values for exercise opportunities.
5 Obtaining time-continuous FBSDE final value problems
for Quantitative Finance problems
A time continuous FBSDE problem has the following form:
The forward SDE (FSDE) for the dynamics:
dXt = µ (t,Xt) dt+ σN (t,Xt) dWt (4)
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and the backward SDE (BSDE) for the value in terms of volatility scaled values Zt:
− dYt = fZ (t,Xt, Yt, Zt) dt − ZTt dWt (5)
or in terms of values Πt:
2
− dYt = f (t,Xt, Yt,Πt) dt −ΠTt σLN (t,Xt) dWt (6)
A final value problem adds the final value condition for Y
YT = g(XT ) (7)
For fixed initial risk factor values, the forward dynamics is completed by X0 = x0. For
the case of random X0, X0 will be a random variable.
For short introductions into FBSDE in finance and otherwise, see, for instance, El
Karoui, Peng, and Quenez [EKPQ97] and Perkowski [Per10].
5.1 Linear PDE
A linear partial differential equation (PDE) of the form:
ut (t, x) + Ltu (t, x)− V (t, x)u (t, x) + h (t, x) = 0 (8)
can be written as a FBSDE with the generator function f as follows:
f(t,X, Y,Π) = −V (t,X)Y + h(t,X) (9)
as a special case of a nonlinear Feynman-Kac theorem (which will be presented below).
5.2 Risk Neutral Expectations
Assume the solution is characterized by
u (t, x) = B (t)E
(
g (XT )
B(T )
∣∣∣∣Xt = x) (10)
with
B(t)
B(T )
= exp
(
−
∫ T
t
r (s) ds
)
(11)
Then the solution u can be written as u(t,X) = Yt where Xt = X and Y solves a
FBSDE with generator function f as follows:
f(t,X, Y,Π) = −r(t)Y (12)
2If Πt measures the units of securities (rather than the value invested in such) in the portfolio, it would
be σN rather than σLN in the stochastic term of the Y BSDE.
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5.3 Expectations under Numeraire Measures
Assume the solution is characterized by
u (t, x)
N(t)
= E
(
g (XT )
N(T )
∣∣∣∣Xt = x) (13)
with some deterministic or stochastic dynamics for the numeraire N(t), where E is in the
measure corresponding to the numeraire N(t). Under that measure, the relative value of
the instrument as measured in units of numeraire is a martingale. Therefore, the generator
function f will be zero.
The solution u(t,X) will be given as u(t,X) = N(t)Yt where Xt = X and Y solves a
FBSDE with a zero generator function.
5.4 Nonlinear PDE
One of the nonlinear Feynman-Kac theorems states (El Karoui, Peng, and Quenez [EKPQ97]
and Perkowski [Per10]) that under appropriate assumptions, the solution of
ut (t, x) + Ltu (t, x) + f (t, x, u (t, x) ,∇u (t, x)) = 0 (14)
is given as the Y solution Yt of a BSDE
− dYt = f (t,Xt, Yt,Πt) dt −ΠTt σ (t,Xt) dWt (15)
The Π solution of the BSDE will be Πt = ∇Xu(t,Xt).
5.5 Self-Financing Conditions
Instead of deriving the BSDE from other formulations, one can directly derive BSDE from
self-financing conditions if one assumes that the components of X are basic underlying
securities (or, at least, that there are enough instruments that depend on such components
of X and that hedge ratios for such instruments can be computed from the sensitivities to
the components). The corresponding component of Πt (the trading strategy portfolio) de-
scribes how much of the portfolio value is invested in that component of Xt. The remainder
of Yt, pi0(t) = Yt −Π · 1, is assumed to be invested in cash.
Under the assumptions of risk neutral pricing (among them, that both positive cash
balances (which can be lent out) and negative cash balances (which corresponds to amounts
borrowed) attract the same interest rate r(t) - deterministic or stochastic), one obtains a
BSDE for the portfolio value Yt with generator function f as follows:
f(t,X, Y,Π) = −r(t)Y (16)
Assuming that positive cash amounts attract an interest rate rl(t) and negative cash
amounts attract an interest rate rb(t) > rl(t) and that the components of Xt have a drift
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of rl(t)Xt (this setting is called “differential rates”), then the f generator function in the
BSDE is as follows:
f(t,X(T ), Y (t),Πt) = −rl(t)Y (t) + (rb(t)− rl(t))
(
n∑
i=1
pii(t)− Y (t)
)+
(17)
Transaction cost can be included if the generator f is allowed to depend on the time-
derivative p˙ii(t) of pii(t) as well, with G(x) = λ|x|q/q with q ∈ (1, 2] and additional terms
−G(p˙ii(t)) for all the components with transaction costs added to the f generator function in
the BSDE, as in Gonon, Muhle-Karbe, and Shi [GMKS19]. (Alternatively, the transaction
costs can be included in the running cost in the stochastic control problem introduced
below.) However, it is easier to handle transaction costs in the time-discrete setting.
6 Obtaining time-continuous FBSDE stochastic control prob-
lems
A general stochastic control problem based on some underlying stochastic evolving factors
X˜ asks for a control function ct that minimizes or maximizes the functional
J˜(c) = E
(∫ T
0
r˜c(s, X˜s, cs)ds+ f˜c(X˜T )
)
(18)
where X˜ follows:
dX˜t = µ˜
(
t, X˜t; ct
)
dt+ σ˜
(
t, X˜t; ct
)
dWt (19)
and rc and fc are running cost and final cost functions, respectively. In the standard expo-
sition, X˜0 is typically given as fixed value, but part of it could be part of the control and/or
a function of some other components of X˜ where the particular function is determined as
part of the solution of the control problem.
One can also derive a BSDE that characterizes the optimal control for this stochastic
control problem. However, here X˜ will be the concatenation of the Xt vector and the Yt
value and thus the underlying stochastic evolving factors will obey
dXt = µ (t,Xt) dt+ σ (t,Xt) dWt (20)
dYt = −f (t,Xt, Yt,Πt) dt + ΠTt σ (t,Xt) dWt (21)
where Πt plays the role of a control and the functional to be minimized or maximized is
JF (Πt,Π
final, . . .) = E
(∫ T
0
rc(s,Xs, Ys,Πs)ds+ fc(XT , YT ,Π
final)
)
(22)
Any forward FBSDE stochastic control problem of that form occuring in the literature
or in applications can be handled in our approach.
For a very short introduction into stochastic control problems, see Perkowski [Per10].
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6.1 From Final Value problems - Forward Approach
If the Yt BSDE is treated in a forward manner, the initial value of Y , Y0 is part of the
control (if X0 is a fixed value), while if X0 is random, Y0 = Y
init(X0)) is a function to be
determined as part of the stochastic control problem. Transaction costs and similar could
be treated as part of the BSDE or as part of the running cost. The final cost will be some
(risk) measure on how well the final value is replicated, for instance the L2 distance
fc(XT , YT ) = ||YT − g(XT )||2 (23)
but other appropriate risk measures are possible also.
The forward approach for fixed X0 in the time-discrete case (together with approx-
imating the control with deep neural networks (DNN) and solving the control problem
with deep learning (DL)) was introduced and used in applications by E, Han, and Jentzen
[EHJ17] and called “deepBSDE” method, a generic name that we will also use.
To the best of our knowledge, Han, Jentzen, and E [HJE18] mention the forward
approach for random X0 as a possibility on page 8509 but we are not aware of any imple-
mentation of this method besides our own.
6.2 From Final Value problems - Backward Approach
Assume that there would be a way to treat the Yt BSDE backward in the time-continuous
setting, then one could start with YT = g(XT ) and evolve Yt backward until one reaches
time 0 or another chosen initial time t0.
Under those circumstances, the functional to be minimized or maximized would be
JB(Πt,Π
initial, . . .) = E
(∫ T
0
rc(s,Xs, Ys,Πs)ds+ ic(X0, Y0,Π
initial)
)
(24)
If there is a unique solution Yt to the final value problem, that solution should be found
as minimizer of a functional where the running cost is zero and the initial cost is given
as the variance of Y0 (or any other good measure of range or size of domain of Y0) if X0
is fixed or the L2 distance of the Y0 from a to-be-determined function Y
init(X0) if X0 is
random. Alternatively, the initial cost could be combination of a variance/range measure
and risk measure or one could solve a multi-objective problem with both of those measures
as separate objectives.
The backward method for fixed X0 in the time-discrete case (together with approximat-
ing the control with DNN and solving the control problem with deep learning), to the best
of our knowledge, was introduced and used first in Wang et al [WCS+18]. The backward
method for random X0 is new.
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7 Obtaining time-discrete FBSDE stochastic control prob-
lems
7.1 Time-discretizing time-continuous FBSDE
Applying a simple Euler-Maruyama discretization for both Xt and Yt, we obtain
Xti+1 = Xti + µ(ti, Xti)∆ti + σ
T (ti, Xti)∆W
i (25)
Yti+1 = Yti − f (ti, Xti , Yti ,Πti) ∆ti + ΠTtiσT (ti, Xti)∆W i (26)
This can be used to time-step both Xt and Yt forward.
To time-step Yt backward, one needs to solve
Yti − f (ti, Xti , Yti ,Πti) ∆ti = Yti+1 −ΠTtiσT (ti, Xti)∆W i (27)
for Yti (assuming Πti is given or otherwise determined, such as by control or optimization).
Set FB as the function that satisfies
FB(t,∆t,X,Π, R)− f(t,X, FB(t,∆t,X,Π, R),Π)∆t = R (28)
then the exact backward step can be expressed as
Yti = F
B(ti,∆ti, Xti ,Πti , Yti+1 −ΠTtiσT (ti, Xti)∆W i) (29)
Instead of an exact solution, one can use Taylor expansion as in Liang, Xu, and Li
[LXL19].
The functional will be replaced by an appropriate time-discretized version such as
JF (Πt,Π
final, . . .) = E
(
N−1∑
0
rc(ti, Xti , Yti ,Πti)δti + fc(XN , YN ,Π
final)
)
(30)
and
JB(Πt,Π
initial, . . .) = E
(
N−1∑
0
rc(ti, Xti , Yti ,Πti)∆ti + ic(X0, Y0,Π
initial)
)
(31)
or similar.
7.2 Self-financing conditions
Similarly to the derivation of the self-financing condition for the time-continuous case,
assuming a trading strategy vector Πti in force during the time step from ti to ti+1, one
obtains the part of the time-discrete BSDE for the portfolio value Y as follows
driftterm(ti,∆ti, Yti ,Πti) + Π
T
tiσLN (ti, Xti)∆W
i (32)
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where the drift term in the risk neutral case is
driftterm(ti,∆ti, Yti ,Πti) := (1 + r(t)∆ti)Yti (33)
and in the differential rate case is (recall pi0(t) = Yt − Π · 1, common growth rate under
pricing measure for underliers is r(t))
driftterm(ti,∆ti, Yti ,Πti) := Yti + ∆ti
(
r(t)
N∑
i=1
pii(ti) +
{
rl(t)pi0(ti) if pi0(ti) ≥ 0
rb(t)pi0(ti) else
)
(34)
Dividends or fees for the underlying securities would contribute appropriate terms.
So far we have not found time-discrete FBSDE with transaction costs handled by
deepBSDE methods.
Transaction costs can be introduced in the following fashion: Value based transaction
costs incurred in the reallocation from Πti to Πti+1 contribute terms of the form (where j
indicates the component/underlying security that incurs these transaction costs)
−
n∑
j=1
λj |pij(ti+1)− pij(ti)|qj (35)
Per share based transaction costs contribute terms of the form
−
n∑
j=1
λj
∣∣∣∣ pij(ti+1)Xj(ti+1) − pij(ti)Xj(ti)
∣∣∣∣qj (36)
A fixed commission that is only charged when there is trading contributes terms of the
form (with 1x the indicator function):
−
n∑
j=1
λj1pij(ti+1)6=pij(ti) (37)
Whatever the exact form is, the total Y drift term can be written as a function f∆t as
follows in the time-discrete BSDE for Yi:
Yti+1 = Yti − f∆t
(
ti,∆ti, Xti , Xti+1 , Yti , Yti+1 ,Πti ,Πti+1
)
+ ΠTtiσ
T (ti, Xti)∆W
i (38)
Exact or approximate backward steps can be derived as in the previous subsection.
7.3 Forward time-stepping methods
In these methods, both the risk factors Xti and the portfolio value Yti are time-stepped
forwards.
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7.3.1 Europeans
Here, in the functional, there is typically no running cost, and the only term is the L2
distance or similar measure on the replication of the final values.
After time-stepping the Yti forward, the functional given by the final cost term is
evaluated and gives the objective/loss function.
Even if the functional would include running costs, one would carry along the running
cost together with the Xti and Yti as, say Jti .
7.3.2 Barriers
We will discuss only the case of knock-out barriers with immediate rebate on hitting the
barrier. Other barrier option types can be treated similarly.
The evolution of the Xti is monitored and a barrier indicator Barrierti is introduced
that turns from 0 to 1 when the evolution of the Xti breaches the barrier and otherwise
remains constant (in particular it stays at 1 even if X should no longer breach the barrier
at a later time). We introduce additional state variables tBtj , X
B
tj , and Y
B
tj that record the
time ti, the Xti , and the Yti at barrier breach or maturity (whatever comes first) at a time
tj at or after the breach/maturity. Depending on the value of t
B
tN
(maturity or not), the
final cost is the L2 norm of the difference (or other risk measure) between Y
B
tN
and the
appropriate payoff g(XtN ) or gb(t
B
tN
, XBtN ).
This is a new method. We are currently implementing this method with promising
results and expect to publish details of the method and results soon.
7.3.3 Exercise Opportunities
First, one determines the exercise strategy or the holding value, for instance by starting
forward or backward method with random initial risk factor values at the potential exercise
time.
Given hv(XtE ), at time tE , we will check gE(XtE ) > hv(XtE ).
3 If that is true, tE will
be marked as exercise time tE , XtE as the risk factor values X
E at exercise, and YtE as the
value Y E at exercise, otherwise, tE will be maturity and XE and Y E are the corresponding
values at maturity. The final cost will be determined as
fc(XE , Y E) = ||Y E −G(tE , XE)||2 (39)
where
G(tE , XE) =
{
g(XE) if TE = T
gE(X
E) if TE = tE
(40)
3If the exercise strategy function is given directly, we check whether it indicates exercise at tE and
proceed in the same fashion.
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In the context of FBSDE, this is a new method. We are currently implementing this
method with promising results and expect to publish details of the method and results
soon.
7.4 Backward time-stepping methods
In these methods, the risk factors Xti are time-stepped forwards and the portfolio value
Yti is time-stepped backwards.
7.4.1 Europeans
Here, in the functional, there is typically no running cost, and the only term is the variance
of the initial values of Y , Y0 (for fixed X0) or the L2 distance of the Y0 from a to-be-
determined function Y init(X0), which can be evaluated once Y has been time-stepped back
to the initial time.
Even if the functional would include running costs, one would carry along the running
cost together with the Xti and Yti as, say Jti , and then add the initial term as described
above to compute the total cost/total value of the functional.
7.4.2 Barriers
We will disccuss only the case of knock-out barriers with immediate rebate on hitting the
barrier. Other barrier option types can be treated similarly.
The evolution of the Xti is monitored and a barrier indicator InBarrierti is introduced
that will be equal to 1 only at the times when the Xti are in the barrier region and the
barrier is active and be equal to 0 at all other times.
After Y has been time-stepped backward from ti+1 to ti as in the European case, Y
will be overwritten with the value of the knocked-in rebate gB(ti, Xti) if InBarrierti is 1 and
will be unchanged otherwise. In this way, the correct value of Y in the barrier is always
enforced.
The initial cost does not change. If there is running cost, the running cost term is reset
to zero (or the running cost corresponding to the knocked-in instrument).
This is a new method. We are currently implementing this method with promising
results and expect to publish details of the method and results soon.
7.4.3 Exercise Opportunities
After Y has been time-stepped backwards until tE , the holding value based exercise strategy
gE(XtE ) > hv(XtE ) or the directly given exercise strategy es(XtE ) will be checked. If the
used strategy indicates exercise, Y will be overwritten by the exercise value gE(XtE ).
This is a new method. We are currently implementing this method with promising
results and expect to publish details of the method and results soon.
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Alternatively, without determining an exercise strategy or holding value, Y could be
overwritten with the exercise value gE(XtE ) if the exercise value is larger than the backward
time-stepped portfolio value. This exercise strategy is not adapted and cannot be applied in
general unless the future is known (and will lead to noisy results with clairvoyance/foresight
bias). This approach has been used by Wang et al [WCS+18] for Bermudan swaptions in
the LMM model.
One can also determine some exercise strategy based on a mini-batch or other approx-
imation of the dynamics, within the optimization. This has been proposed and applied in
Liang, Xu, and Li [LXL19] for Bermudan and callable products.
8 Solving time-discrete FBSDE stochastic control problems
by Deep Neural Networks and Deep Learning
Given the time-discrete appropriately time-stepped FBSDE and the appropriate stochastic
control functional (written here to cover both forward and backward methods):
J(Πt,Π
initial,Πfinal) = E
(
N−1∑
0
rc(ti, Xti , Yti ,Πti)∆ti + fc(XN , YN ,Π
final) + ic(X0, Y0,Π
initial)
)
(41)
we would need to know the laws of all the Xti and Yti and we would need to integrate
against all the appropriate joint probability density functions to compute the exact value
of this functional. Instead, whenever one wants to estimate the value of the functional given
a particular control, one does so by a Monte-Carlo type estimate, sampling the discrete-
time processes Xti and Yti (and other additional state variable processes as appropriate)
along a certain number of realizations.
In general, we will iteratively improve the parameters of the control by gradient descent
methods such as stochastic gradient descent or mini-batch methods; or more involved
stochastic optimization methods such as Adam algorithm.
If the functional contains exercise strategies to be determined from a number of sample
realizations or a variance or other things that need to be determine from a number of
paths or from one or several batches, one has to specify how to determine the appropriate
batch-level quantities or expressions.
We now assume that the strategy process Πti is given by deep neural networks of
appropriate architectures taking as input Xti but potentially also other inputs (and if we
model all Πt at the same time rather than separately for different ti, ti would be one such
extra input). These strategy processes can also take some state or output prepared from
the strategy at an earlier time, such as in the case of Long short-term memory (LSTM) or
similar architectures. In the case of random X0, we also assume Y
init(X0) to be given by
a deep neural network.
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Figure 1: Example neuron in a (D)NN
8.1 Deep Neural Networks
In the literature, there are many different architectures given. In the context of deep BSDE
methods, Chan-Wai-Nam, Mikael, and Warin [CWNMW19] presents several choices.
One of the most straightforward settings is a fully connected feedforward deep network.
Assume we want to approximate a function from Rd1 to Rd2 and assume we have inter-
mediate layer sizes m0 = d1, m1, m2,. . . , mL = d2. One way to describe such is to define
them as a composition of affine transformations Al(x) and component-wise applications of
activation functions
N(x; Θ) = ρL ◦AL ◦ ρL−1 ◦AL−1 ◦ . . . ◦ ρ1 ◦A1 ◦ ρ0(x) (42)
where ρi(x) = (ρi(x1), .., ρi(xmi)) with activation functions ρi such as the sigmoid, the
ReLu, the Elu, tanh, swish, mish, etc. and Al being maps from R
ml−1 to Rml with
appropriate matrices Al(x) = Wlx + bl. The first and/or the last activation function can
be the identity. All the parameters contained in the Wl and bl (and, if appropriate, any
parameters for the ρl) will be collected into the parameter collection Θ.
In diagrams, this might look like the following: A single neuron with three inputs (and
therefore three weights) and one bias and an activation function ρi is shown in figure 1.
A standard feedforward dense deep neural network as used in our tests for an input
dimension of 4 for pii(Xi) in which no parameters are shared is shown in figure 2 (each of
the neurons implements an operation as shown in the previous diagram).
A similar network but with a single output would be used for Y init(X0).
In general, stochastic optimization methods/deep neural network modeling perform
best if the inputs to any network (layer) are in an appropriate non-dimensional scale,
ranging from say -1 to 1 (centered around zero with a relatively small width in the single
digits). If the range of the input can be controlled or determined ahead of time, one can
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Figure 2: Example DNN for the portfolio function pii(Xi) for an four-dimensional case.
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just subtract off the center and divide by the (half-)width (”prescaling”). If the range is not
known or previous layers or changes in the input stream are driving inputs to undesirable
ranges, one can apply batch-normalization. That means that one uses the information
from a mini-batch to normalize the input to a layer (or output) and learn the appropriate
parameters. The quantities computed from mini-batches in training are replaced by moving
averages or population averages during inference. Batch-normalization was introduced by
Ioffe and Szegedy [IS15] and is described in the following:
The batch normalization transform/layer, as used in the training of the networks, has
two parameters γ and β that are learned during the training. ( is a non-trainable parameter
that prevents division by zero or very small numbers.) On a mini-batch of length B, it
consist of the following operations:
µB =
1
B
B∑
b=1
xb (43)
σ2B =
1
B
B∑
b=1
(xb − µB)2 (44)
xˆb =
xb − µB√
σ2B + 
(45)
yb = γxˆb + β (46)
(47)
The original input or output xb to or from the layer is replaced by the so computed yb.
This layer/transform can be added before and/or after each layer, as desired. It might be
enough to put it at the beginning of the network in some cases.
When evaluating the results of the network on new mini-batches for inference and simi-
lar, µB and σ
2
B are replaced by moving averages or averages or values otherwise computed,
say µI and σ
2
I . For instance, the original paper suggests to compute them over multiple
(training) mini-batches. However they are computed, the batch-normalization layer from
training is replaced by
y =
γ√
σ2I + 
· x+
β − γµI√
σ2I + 
 (48)
during evaluation/inference.
8.2 Deep Learning Stochastic Optimization Approaches
We will denote by Θ the collection of all the parameters in all of the controls (Πt,Π
initial,Πfinal,
and Y init(X0), as far as they are used in the method and setup under consideration.) We
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will denote the reparametrization of the functional J(Πt,Π
initial,Πfinal, . . .) with the param-
eter collection Θ as JΠ(Θ; . . .).
Pure stochastic gradient descent (SGD) would be
Θ← Θ− η∇ΘJΠ(Θ;X(ω), Y (ω), . . .) (49)
and a (mini-)batch approach would be
Θ← Θ− η 1
B
B∑
b=1
∇ΘJΠ(Θ;X(ωb), Y (ωb), . . .) (50)
where X(ω) and Y (ω) are realizations of Xt and Yt (and also any other state variables are
assumed to be simulated to obtain realizations of them, as necessary). To explain some of
the later approaches more concisely, we will denote any of these approximate gradients by
Gn(Θn, X(ω), Y (ω), . . .)
Pure gradient descent methods sometimes change directions too often and gradient
descent directions in certain geometries will lead to oscillatory behavior. One possible
mitigation is to not change directions completely but to mix previous direction and the
current gradient together, as in momentum methods (so called since momentum keeps you
going). It can be applied to any approximation of the gradient.
The new descent direction ∆Θ is determined by
∆Θn+1 = α∆Θn+1 − ηGn(Θn, . . .) (51)
Θn+1 = Θn + ∆Θn (52)
Another commonly used algorithm is called Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) sug-
gested by Kingma and Ba [KB14]:
The Adam optimizer requires a learning rate α, two parameters β1 and β2 in [0, 1) that
determine the exponential decay rates for the moment estimates, and one parameter  that
prevents division by zero. The two (biased) moments m0 and v0 are initialized to 0.
The Adam algorithm then updates the parameters according to
gn = Gn(Θn, X(ω), Y (ω)) (53)
mn = β1mn−1 + (1− β1)gn (54)
vn = β2vn−1 + (1− β2)g2n (55)
mˆn =
mn
1− βn1
(56)
vˆn =
vn
1− βn2
(57)
Θn+1 = Θn − α mˆn√
vˆn + 
(58)
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New optimization methods and variants and/or combinations of older optimization
methods are steadily coming out and are being published at a steady rate, such as recti-
fied Adam, Lookahead, and Ranger, which we will not discuss here. However, any such
promising algorithms are typically implemented in TensorFlow, Keras, or PyTorch and can
therefore be relatively easily applied.
9 Examples
We will present some simple example from our current work. We will pick an one-
dimensional Black-Scholes setting since for this setting we have analytical solutions and the
results can be easily visualized. (Multi-dimensional extensions have been obtained for ge-
ometric basket options and other situations but visualization would be more of a challenge
in such cases.)
We consider the one-dimensional Black-Scholes model with constant drift and short
rate of 0.06 and constant volatility of 20% (0.2). We either start the underlier at a spot of
120 or vary it uniformly between 70 and 170. We consider a combination of a long call at
120 and two short calls at 150 (which leads to delta of varying sign so that the differential
rates model would lead to non-linear pricing). Both calls have maturity of half a year, 0.5.
We discretize time with 50 time steps.
We use mini-batches of size 512. Our networks have 4 layers of sizes 1,11,11, and 1. We
prescale with given center and width in underlier. We used ELU as an activation function
for all layers except the output layer, for which we used identity.
Learning rate is 1e-3 and we use Adam with Tensor Flow standard parameters. We
will compute loss functions for validation for randomly chosen mini-batches of the same
size. The loss function for validation is therefore computed as an MC sample (and we can
try to get an idea for the distribution by repeatedly computing it given different mini-
batches/samples). We run 20000 mini-batches.
We train separate networks pii mostly, but present one example where the pii networks
share parameters (and have an additional t input).
9.1 Forward methods
First, some results for the variant with fixed initial risk factors. Figure 3 shows that the
loss functional decays quite quickly as a function of number of mini-batches run and how
price and delta at fixed initial risk factor (“spot”) converge up to good accuracy.
Now for the variant with random initial risk factors: Figure 4 shows that the loss
functional decays quite quickly for this case also, that the final payoff is well replicated,
that the analytical solution is well approximated, the delta is quite well approximated as
well (considering that we only hedge at discrete times and not continuously), and that the
Y surface and the portfolio functions surface looks well-defined and smooth.
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Figure 3: Forward method with fixed initial risk factor values. Upper: loss func-
tion/functional over mini-batch number. Lower-left: convergence of price. Lower-right:
convergence of delta.
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Figure 4: Forward method with random initial risk factor values. Upper-left: Loss
function/functional over mini-batch number. Upper-right: Final Payoff match at 20000.
Middle-left: comparison of initial Y network and analytical solution. Middle-right: com-
parison of initial portfolio delta and analytical delta. Lower-left: scatter plot of Y . Lower-
right: scatter plot of Π.
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Figure 5: Backward method with fixed initial risk factor values. Upper: loss func-
tion/functional over mini-batch number. Lower-left: convergence of price. Lower-right:
convergence of delta.
9.2 Backward methods
First, some results for the variant with fixed initial risk factors. Figure 5 shows that the loss
functional decays quite quickly as a function of number of mini-batches run and how price
and delta at fixed initial risk factor (“spot”) converge up to good accuracy. (In this case,
we actually trained Π networks with shared parameters - which means that the network
also has t as an input.) We see that the backward method seems to converge faster than
the forward method in this case.
Now for the variant with random initial risk factors: Figure 6 shows that the loss
functional decays quite quickly for this case also, that the analytical initial solution is well
approximated and that the rolled-back Y0 are concentrated around the initial solution and
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network, the delta is quite well approximated as well (considering that we only hedge at
discrete times and not continuously), and that the Y surface and the portfolio functions
surface looks well-defined and smooth.
10 Conclusion
We demonstrated how a wide variety of modeling approaches in quantitative finance for
European, Barrier, and Bermudan option pricing can be solved through deep learning op-
timization approaches for the forward-backward stochastic differential equation (FBSDE)
formulations where the forward and the backward SDE are time-stepped to simulate path-
wise values and showed examples for European option pricing for both the forward and
backward approaches.
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